In an earlier paper, Olmstead and Raynor (1) have considered the temperature distribution in a solid cylinder exposed to solar radiation. They obtained a solution using the method of Green's functions and numerical examples were presented utilizing asymptotic expansions of the modified Bessel functions appearing in the formal solution.
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In the present note, a Fourier series expansion of the radiation input function is used in conjunction with a simple product solution to obtain the results in a straightforward manner.
Using the notation of [1] , the governing equation, in a coordinate system fixed relative to the incident radiation is d2f , 1 df , 1 d2T . . df .
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with the boundary condition on the outside surface.
-+ &T -| 0 cos 9 H(cos 9).
Here f is the dimensionless temperature fluctuation about an average temperature T0, s is the dimensionless radius and is the dimensionless angular velocity. is defined as a dimensionless parameter /S = (4b<reT03/k) and H(cos 9) is the Heaviside step function defined by //(cos 6) -1, for 0 < 9 < ir, = 0, for ir < 9 < 27r.
First expand the solar radiation input, cos 911 {cos 9), in a Fourier series. 
Solution.
Since the temperature distribution must be periodic, consider a solution of the form
where continuity requires that n be an integer.
Substituting into Eq. (1) which is a form of Bessel's equation having solutions P(s) = Co , P(sj = Cn/"((mf"),/2s).
Here the condition of regularity at s = 0 has been used and 7n is the modified Bessel function.
Let Xn = (mfo)1/2-Then our temperature distribution f is given by T = C0 + 2 [{C"/"(X"s) + DJn(i\ns)} cosnd + i{DJn(i\ns) -CnI"(\"s) j sin nO], n = 1
Applying the boundary conditions at the surface and equating coefficients gives
where Thus f= £ Xn -+ /3/"(X"), 
